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Abstract: Wireless sensor network, which are basically spatially spread sensor nodes that disseminate the data 

throughout the network by using supportive environment. Security is an important factor that is needed to 

protect information and its availability, integrity and privacy. WSN protocol stack contains the physical layer, 

datalink layer, network layer, transport layer and application layer. In wireless network, deception attack will 

damage the network data and its integrity. This paper presents a symmetric key cryptographic technique 

engaged on the O-LEACH routing protocol which enhances and establish the security of wireless sensor 

networks. This protocol is chosen for this study as it is free from all threats which are based on the identity 

crisis. Threats such as sinkhole, selective forwarding, hello floods etc. can be identified and resolved as per the 

proposed scheme. In this paper the proposed scheme utilize the parameter such as network lifetime will increase 

to make the performance analysis.  

Keywords: wireless sensor network, O- leach protocol, symmetric key cryptographic technique, network 

security, threads, network lifetime 

 

I. Introduction 
A Wireless Sensor Network is one kind of the wireless network includes a large number of circulating, 

self-directed, minute, low powered devices named sensor nodes called motes. These networks positively cover a 

huge amount of spatially distributed, little, battery-operated, embedded devices that are networked to delicately 

collect, process, and transfer data to the operators, and it has forbidden the capabilities of computing & 

processing. Nodes are the tiny computers, which effort jointly to form the networks.[5] 

 

 
Fig 1: wireless sensor network 

 

The sensor node is a multi-functional, energy efficient wireless device. The applications of motes in 

industrial are widespread. A collection of sensor nodes collects the data from the surroundings to achieve 

specific application objectives. The communication between motes can be done with each other using 

transceivers. In a wireless sensor network, the number of motes can be in the order of hundreds/ even thousands. 

In contrast with sensor n/w s, Ad Hoc networks will have fewer nodes without any structure. 

 

Wireless Sensor Network Architecture 

The most common Wireless Sensor Network architecture follows the OSI architecture Model. The 

architecture of the Wireless Sensor Network includes five layers and three cross layers. Mostly in sensor 

network we require five layers, namely application, transport, network, data link & physical layer. The three 

cross planes are namely the power management, mobility management, and task management. These layers of 

https://www.elprocus.com/ban-body-area-network/
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the Wireless Sensor Network are used to complete the network and make the sensors work together in order to 

raise the absolute efficiency of the network.[8] 

 

 
Fig 2: Wireless Sensor Network Architecture 

 

II. Related Work 
Sahabul Alam et al. “Analysis of Security Threats in Wireless Sensor Network” This paper provides 

the Security scheme and the threat attacks in wireless sensor network. Security schemes like: Cryptography, 

Steganography and Physical layer Secure Access. Threat attacks like: Collisions, Tampering, Jamming, 

Unfairness, and Flooding etc. They also propose a solution for the attacks in the wireless sensor network. One 

possible solution is the use of cryptography techniques.[1] 

Jyoti Attri et al. “Study on cryptographic techniques in computer network security” provide the 

impression of cryptography techniques like Symmetric and asymmetric key. In symmetric key cryptography, 

single key is used for the encryption and decryption process i.e. using same key data can be encrypted and 

decrypted. Symmetric key are the very best one as compare to asymmetric key. Symmetric key cryptography is 

more sufficient for security in wireless sensor network.[2] 

Ibriq J. et al. “A secure hierarchical routing protocol for wireless sensor networks”, proposed a secure 

hierarchical energy efficient routing protocol (SHEER) which provides the secure communication at the 

network layer. To secure the routing, it implements the HIKES as a secure key transmission protocol and 

symmetric key cryptography. 

Oliveira L. B. et.al, “Secleach - a random key distribution solution for securing clustered sensor 

networks” provides an efficient resolution for securing communications in LEACH. It used the random-key pre 

distribution and μTESLA for secure hierarchical WSN with active cluster formation. It has the  fixed key pool 

and key distribution is static. So that keys can be identified after some certain time by the outsider and they can 

misuse the keys.[6] 

Yih-Chun Hu et al. “Ariadne: A Secure On-Demand Routing Protocol for Ad Hoc Networks” 

ARIADNE is an on-demand secure the ad hoc routing protocol based on DSR. It relies on the highly efficient 

symmetric cryptography. It provides point-to-point authentication of a routing message using a message 

authentication code (MAC) and a shared key between the two parties of communication.[3] 

 

III. O- Leach Protocol 
O-LEACH is the optimization LEACH protocol. It works better than the LEACH and LEACH-C. In 

this protocol energy model is used. In this algorithm a new technique is proposed for the choice of sensors 

cluster heads based on the amount of the energy remaining after each round. In this sensor nodes are taken into 

the M×M square region. Uniform nodes are in it and we assume the base station is in center Sand in second 

simulation it will be in top or square. In this the cluster head can be select in each round with an energy value 

better than the ten percent of the residual value at each sensor. Then after this it will works as simple LEACH. It 

perform improved than LEACH and LEACH-C protocol. It increase the network lifetime and also have ability 

of extending the existence span of network. 

 

IV. Proposed Schemes 
We proposed a hierarchical protocol, which deals with the wireless sensor network  security 

heterogeneity, based on O-LEACH. In the sensor network there are a number of sensor nodes (SN1) and a base 

station (BS1). Symmetric key scheme is used. In that there is a pair wise key is assigned to each node pair called 
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Two_way_keys. An associate will use the key common with corresponding CH1 to communicate with it. CH1 

will use MC1 (manufacturing code) to communicate with BS1.  

 

Assumption 

• BS has no constraint regarding memory, computations and energy. It is BOSS for all SNs.  

• Network is homogeneous with esteem to memory, communicational ability and computational ability of each 

sensor.  

• Heterogeneity in Security: There are two types of nodes-Normal nodes and High Security Nodes. All the high 

security nodes are trusted and are implicit to be temper proof. They can always be relied upon during the entire 

network lifetime.  

• Every SN1 is imprinted with a unique code called Manufacturing Code (MC1) and a Hash code .MC1 is used 

as the private key for the sensor node. It is 64 bits in length. Hash code is used to generate the new keys for the  

SN1.  

 

We talk about the type of threats-Threat0, Threat1 and Threat2  

• Threat 0 is a malicious node that does not had any valid data and wants to start the communication. It can be 

identified and banned at the time of the validation process of hello packets received by BS1 from each SN1. 

• Threat1 is a malicious node that has a valid id but code and keys are invalid. It can be identified and banned at 

the allocation time of CH1.  

• Threat2 node has a valid id and valid code. So, it can be identified and can be banned. Such nodes send alerts 

against their associates if they are the CH1 in present round otherwise it tells the wrong data to their 

corresponding CH1. Once BS1 receives any alerts from the network, it asks the concerned node to prove its 

authenticity by sending its key ring which is already stored with the BS. If the sent key ring does not match to 

that with BS, the node is destined to be banned.  

 

V. Simulation And Result 
5.1  Simulation Scenarios:  

At the setup time of the wireless sensor network, some malicious nodes are identified:  

∆ Malicious node * cluster head link between CH1 and associate  

O Normal nodes O High security nodes O A node sending alert message 

 

 
Fig 3: scenario1 

 

 
Fig 4: scenario2 
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In senario1, all malicious nodes are identified with their valid id, code and keys. Black circle shows the high 

security nodes 

In senario2, the malicious node gets correct id, code and keys. The node sends the alert message for other nodes 

in the network 

 

5.2 Performance Metrics: Network Lifetime : 

The time unless the last node is dead is called the lifetime of network. It is the time span from the deployment to 

the instant when the network is considered non-functional. 

 

 
Fig 5: Network Lifetime 

 

VI. Conclusion 
In this paper the efficiency of the wireless sensor networks is enhanced by using a new proposed 

scheme which is employed using O-Leach protocol as the routing protocol for data transmission in the network. 

A Symmetric key cryptographic management technique had been utilized in order to enhance the security of 

wireless sensor network. The lifetime of nodes is also enlarged using the above technique, as malicious nodes 

are banned on initial stage and thus the less power is consumed in network.  
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